The programme of the Salos event consists of two parts: the **Summer School** and the project-related conference *Further Perspectives on the Baltic Verb*. In the programme below they are differentiated by colour.

As this is a rough schedule, no exact timing for lectures, coffee breaks and lunch breaks is given. The duration of every talk is 90 minutes, including questions and discussion. If this time is not used up, the remaining time is added to the coffee or lunch break. Changes in the arrangement of lectures and talks are possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday 26</th>
<th>Tuesday 27</th>
<th>Wednesday 28</th>
<th>Thursday 29</th>
<th>Friday 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morning session</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Walter Bisang  
Approaches to grammaticalization—between meaning first and coevolution of meaning and form | Simone Mattiola  
Pluractionality. A cross-linguistic perspective | Simone Mattiola  
Where we are at with reduplication. Some theoretical issues | Matti Miestamo  
Linguistic diversity and language complexity | Matti Miestamo  
Approaching the functional domain of negation: Typological and descriptive perspectives. II |
| Simone Mattiola  
Typology, discourse and methods: Towards a discourse-oriented typology | Walter Bisang  
A quantitative assessment of grammaticalization—the Mainz grammaticalization project | Bernhard Wälchli  
Can genealogical relationship be established by comparing irregularities in grammar? A case from New Guinea. | Kirill Kozhanov  
Verbal modifiers in contact. A study of parallel Latvian and Latvian Romani texts | Axel Holvoet, Anna Daugavet, Liina Lindström & Asta Laugalienė  
Irrealis types in Baltic and Baltic Fennic |
| **Afternoon session** | | | | |
| Bernhard Wälchli  
Three types of aboutness. A parallel text approach to typology | Anna Daugavet & Peter Arkadiev  
What is left behind the scenes: Non-trivial uses of the Latvian perfect | Vladimir Panov  
Aspect in Lithuanian imperatival forms in an areal-typological context | Matti Miestamo  
Approaching the functional domain of negation: Typological and descriptive perspectives. I | Birutė Spraunienė & Paweł Brudzyński  
The history of the Lithuanian passive perfect |
| Nicole Nau & Birutė Spraunienė  
A narrative future in Baltic? | Daria Alfimova  
Clustering of coding patterns in the Circum-Baltic area | Axel Holvoet, Anna Daugavet & Vaiva Zeimantienė  
The perfective present in Lithuanian | Axel Holvoet & Gina Kavaliūnaitė  
The Lithuanian mirative present and its history | Axel Holvoet  
The Baltic Verb Project: Summing up |
| Opening of the Summer school  
Performance by Kaunas String Quartet | | | | |